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1. Introduction
This report summarizes the results from the fourth High Level User Group (HLUG) of the EfficienSea2
project, which was held in Kongens Lyngby, Denmark, the 21st of June 2017 at the offices of Cobham
SATCOM.
The objective of the meeting was to gather an expert input on the communication technologies and
solutions developed as part of the EfficienSea2 project supporting the Maritime Cloud.
The Maritime Cloud gives access to validated services, an identity register and a messaging service.
Thus, it is a secure way to get access to endorsed services and information.
The input and ideas was given through joint discussions between the members of the HLUG and
members of the project team. The discussions focused on the communication solution overall, VDES,
Roaming and onboard network.
The EfficienSea2 project addresses the challenges of weak connectivity and high-cost communication on
ships by developing concepts for cost-effective and seamless switching (roaming) between
communication channels, effective and secure onboard networks and VDES (VHF Data Exchange
System). This is part of the EfficienSea2 project Work Package 2.
The HLUG was appointed in order to consist of end users familiar with shipboard communication and
the technologies behind, in order to give relevant feedback on the theme: Communication Channels.
This support the objective of the project: to make an onboard structure that allows for utilization of the
Maritime Cloud, including intelligent roaming for external communication and safe and efficient
distribution of information onboard.
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3. Meeting agenda
The agenda for the HLUG meeting was the following
1. Welcome & short round table, Mikkel Hansen
2. Introduction to the EfficienSea2 project and the communication solutions , Peter Andersen
3. Feedback Sessions:
•
•
•
•

Overall Communication Solutions, Peter Andersen
VDES, Peter Andersen
Roaming, Peter Andersen
Onboard network, Hans Bech Helnæs

4. Prioritization of feedback
5. Advice and input to the project
6. Wrap-up and next step, Peter Andersen & Mikkel Hansen

4. Introduction - Communication Channels
The Efficiensea2 project focuses on finding communication channels which will improve navigational
safety and efficiency. The foundation for ship-to-shore communication must be effective, safe, and
reliable. In the development of real-life implementation of e-Navigation and data exchange at sea, the
Efficiensea2 Project involves end-users in order to find and enhance solutions.
The available channels all have strengths and weaknesses related to the actual communication intended
to and from a specific vessel. The user-perspective addresses the challenges and helps identify the most
effective communication channels for particular services used in the maritime industry.

5. VDES (VHF Data Exchanger System)
Introduction to VDES technology (VHF Data Exchange System):






VDES is a new data transceiver working on the VHF band.
It works terrestrial and over satellite with data speed up to 302,7 kilo bit per second
VDES can be seen as a further development of the AIS, or AIS 2.0. It makes the following
functions available:
o AIS as known today
o ASM (Application Specific Messaging, messages being broadcasted could be wave height
and water depth. Uses same methods and protocols as AIS),
o VDE terrestrial, for high speed data exchange
o VDE satellite, for data exchange on a low cost system.
Works from point to point (from ship to ship, from ship to land)
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Works as multicast (from one to a defined group)
Works as broadcast
Communication channels do not support IP (requires a processer to convert from IP to the
communication channel protocols)
Specification is under development

Communication Channels:
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6. User cases and feedback
The discussion of ASM, VDE terrestrial and VDS Satellite was focusing on the opportunities and
application:
-

What are the potential use cases for the technologies and what benefits will this
enable?
How should they be presented and processed?

Idea outline:
1) Possibilities for ASM in terms of:
 Local weather map and forecast
 Local Nav warnings
 Pilot data and other ships with
pilot and their data plans
 Presentation on ECDIS
(Electronic Chart Display and
Information System)

2) Safety warnings/Nav warnings to be
shown on ECDIS/radar
3) Search patterns, coordination and
communication
4) Precise traffic

Detailed specification:
Based on the route information or the
current position, it should be possible to filter
information so that no irrelevant topics appear.
The HLUG emphasized it as most important
that you can easily assess, evaluate and sort
information. It would be beneficial to
geographically (or by route) limit the data
outside the route and relevance. This is
possible to do on ECDIS, if you set up specific
filters for the relevant area to be shown.

During SAR (search and rescue operations)
ASM can be used to manage the operation.
Transponders can be visible for an ASM, the
coordinating vessel can transmit details and
information about the SAR area and patterns
using VDES. Other ships entering or passing
through the area are thus also kept informed.
Using traditional VHF communication of
positions and identification of vessels is very
difficult.
The HLUG prefer that information about
accurate content e.g. about position, which
has to be memorized for a longer time span,
is communicated via data message.
This gives a flow where you have the
positioning, who’s involved and search
patterns digitally, instead of via VHF voice.
When irrelevant information comes up, it
should be possible to quickly remove it. The
HLUG see ECDIS as the primary visual platform,
and prefer not to add more to the radar.
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5) Exchange of MOB (Man Over Board)
and Event data from ECDIS

6) ASM: Experience from other industries,
e.g. similar to trains and signal systems
and stop before entering no-go areas
7) ASM: Automatic Collision Avoidance

MOB button (ECDIS): In case of accidents, it
would be beneficial to have the possibility of
exchanging data (simple data, e.g. position
data) with the surrounding ships. This will make
the process more efficient, since you do not
have to read the position (pr. radio) and risk
misunderstandings.

Reference and experience from other industries
can be included for inspiration to the discussed
technologies. If an autonomous ships (or
ordinary ship comes to close to a limit/no-go
zone) it should be possible to transmit a signal
to stop propulsion of a ship.
E.g.in case of:
- Underwater cable work and no-go zones
- Bridges
- Offshore installations
The HLUG suggested looking at automatic
collision avoidance (e.g. airplanes) where a set
of rules define the required collision
parameters. This requires that the counterparts
have similar systems of avoidance or that it is
indicated who do not have the
systems/network (proximity warning system).
This can make clear command structures, but
still requires that you take into consideration
canal, depth, speed, wind conditions etc.

8) Direct VHF call via AIS target

This is already possible with the DSC call.
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9) ASM/AIS: Ships’ intention on the way to
anchoring (expected spot), on the way to
port
10) Port information (ECDIS)
11) ASM: Route planning (VTS to ship):
Suggested route through VTS area
(ECDIS)

It should be possible to send a request to the
ports when anchoring, this will ease e.g.
appointing of anchor spaces, so the same ships
do not aim for the same spot, which is
appointed via VTS.
Prerequisite: The other ships’ routes are known.

12) Exchange of Nav data between ships and
rig (rig move)
Exchange of video from ROV or similar
(dedicated system)

Use the data connection in a dedicated system
(stand-alone screen/PC connected).

13) VDE/ASM: Exchange of information
(weather, electricity)
14) Sharing sailing conditions in the arctic
(weather, ice, icebergs, safe passage)

The HLUG experience requests about historic
weather conditions in an area, this can be
difficult via radio contact.
A reverse system where all relevant weather
information (noted in the log) is sent to DMI
was mentioned as potential opportunity. The
HLUG also mentioned experience, where local
data from the ships are shared, making it
possible for others to benefit from it, for
example by VDI systems and mini satellites.

15) Ships engaged in tows can send out Nav
warning as broadcast related to the
route

When rigs are towed the position is often
announced once every hour to notify nearby
ships etc. It would be more efficient to send out
the information digital, this eliminates
questions about distance etc.
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The below potential perspectives are subject
to further discussion:

16) Operation and status information from
ship systems: AIS, Cargo System,
Navigation system, Communication and
ITC
17) Route exchange: Anti-collision,
optimization, Auto VTS reporting, ECDIS,
Radar
18) Cargo monitoring: Condition,
temperature, position (customer,
shipping office, cargosystem)
19) Information about future
sailing/navigation
20) Responsible information operator: Ports,
authorities, ship to ship
21) Booking of local assistance (pilot,
tugboat, tow boat & personnel and
garbage disposal.
22) Real time data: Depth, tide, waves,
electricity, wind (ECDIS)
23) VDES: Flexible and affordable data
transportation
24) Intelligent transfer of bulk data:
Compression / congruence and
robustness to interruption
Utilization of available capacity
25) All reporting (to and from land): VTS,
port etc. Passenger arrival/departure.
Ship-to-ship operation
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26) What can you do with VDES that you
cannot do today? What is the driving
force behind it? Limited capacity?

The developed technology offers new
possibilities in term of more bandwidth,
exchange of files, 2-way communication and it
is free. One of the driving forces can be the
safety regulations.

27) Reporting to authorities (customs, police
etc.) and port/pilot
Exchange of loading plans etc. from ship
to port or rig/platform

This could be an assisting and secure tool when
preparing for port calls, e.g. reporting regarding
cargo, ship, destination etc.
The communication flow could also be eased by
plotting out a defined route instead of sending
out needed navigation information when
leaving the port.
In general, The HLUG mentioned the challenges
of separating the personal (welfare) and the
professional use of internet bandwidth, which
can affect and influence the security level.

7. Network
The session was initiated with an introduction to the subject, Network: The onboard side architecture.
Scope:
- Develop On-Board System Architecture
 Low impact integration with existing infrastructure and architecture
 Requirement of an “open” and harmonized architecture
Implementation: Current standards, open source software, existing components, patents
 Cyber security considerations (existing recommendations)
- Vessel <-> Shore communication protocols
- Prototype Demonstration & Standardization
With inspiration from cyber security recommendations from IMO and BIMCO, and the work of the ISA
Committee and the National Institute of Cyber Security (on automation), the focus has been on
developing standards and recommendations describing a process of ensuring continuous cyber security,
rather than standards that describe cyber security risk mitigations, as these require continuous
updating. The new architecture has been focusing on creating a structure that is open for updates and
implementation of new mitigations.
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MMS (Maritime Messaging Service) works like an information broker that intelligently exchanges
information between communication systems connected to the Maritime Cloud. Web service messages
can be send via a secure tunnel to a server, which gateways it to the Internet or sends the message to
another vessel. It takes into consideration the current geographical positions and the available
communication links.

8. User cases and feedback
The discussion of Network was focusing on the integration and security:
• Which degree of integration is required on board?
• What are the requirements for network security to the outside and between network segments?
• Which degree of open access to the outside is wanted?
-Which features will typically require online connection with the outside world, if any?

Idea outline:

1) Access control to the ship's network
2) Federated authentication 
authorization
3) Controlled access from administrator
(ship/land )
4) All equipment must be continuously
updated with password and anti-virus
protection

Detailed Specification:
To access the network and validate identity
username and password is required.
The process of clearing can be complex,
therefore a “federated authentication”, where
several people/sources (e.g. other suppliers)
are involved was suggested by the HLUG.
This is to clarify the identity of the person and
will subsequent be followed up by the
requirement of the subnetwork of the ship
(authorization).
The EfficiensSea2 project has worked on
federated authentication but in the matter of
industry organizations, being a member of the
organization will make you federated.
Thus, this is a more strict risk mitigation than
access granting via username/password.

5) Network segmentation: Division
between automation and navigation
networks and administrative networks.
6) Several access and separated network
7) Ship's network with segmentation, but
with additional security when accessing
all equipment. Firewall is not enough,
all equipment must be protected.

Segmentation between the different kinds of
subnetworks: industrial, administrative, public
separated by gateways are necessary.
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8) Openness gives new business models
- Software applications targeted specific
operation, geographic area etc.
- Additions to existing systems and
features (apps)

9) Data sharing with free access to all
sensor data from all systems, allowing
for new third-party optimization and
monitoring solutions (external
innovation)

Expertise, knowledge and experience from
surroundings (and not only the manufacturer)
can be taken into consideration. In this way
hands-on experience can be involved and
perceived challenges addressed.
By being open to the possibilities of engaging
e.g. entrepreneurial solutions and third party
analysis innovation are sustained and solutions
possibly more effective.

10) Security, reliability, efficiency:
You must be allowed to (externally)
connect and change systems on board
from the shipping company and the
captain. It's acceptable that external
parties can read data, but not change
anything without permission. There are
quite a few administrative programs,
almost everybody requires online.

The HLUG underlines that Internet/online
access is the much needed in order to meet the
reporting requirements.
It should be possible to make machine-tomachine communication; sensors in the
navigation system, will directly – without
intervention – communicate with data users.
This could also be handled by the supplier as
part of the business model (e.g. maintenance
and monitoring), in a dialogue focusing on how
to secure data security level.

11) Guide data from land-to-ship, ship-toship and ship-to-land directly to the
place where data is to be used - without
human intervention – except from
confirmation of requested data.

With a lot of administrative systems, keep in
mind: Security, low cost, constant and reliable.
Price and security can be limiting factors.
A proposed solution is to make a prioritizing of
data (where functions can be deactivated for a
period) and a particular way for “sensitive”
data.

12) The ship's network should look like
"landside" (high security)

When control systems are linked to “land” or
something else outside the ship, a strict time
control is necessary (from a registered sensor
input until an output can be delivered), so that
irrelevant messages do not interfere.
This requires a prioritized list, defining which
operations have the highest priority, e.g. main
engine vs. steering machine?
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The below potential perspectives are subject
to further discussion:
13) Development of an industry standard
for security that is robust to technology
development.
14) Maritime cloud (security):
-White list-member validation
-Define channels
-Blockchain as possible architecture

9. Roaming
The last part of the HLUG meeting focused on Roaming- challenges and solutions. Due to limited amount
of time this subject can be further discussed at another HLUG meeting. The HLUG confirmed the basis
for a future deepened discussion.

10.

Conclusions and recommendations for future work

The High Level User Group was highly engaged and gave a lot of valuable feedback to the project.
The feedback on the discussed communication technologies and solutions covered many aspects and
specific ideas were suggested. These ideas to information and data sharing had requirements in terms of
being manageable, efficient, customized, flexible and secure.
The team behind Work Package 2 will explore and investigate the potential in the given feedback further
in the project. Due to the limited time it will also be further investigated whether other sessions can be
arranged within the project focusing on getting feedback on the roaming technologies.
The project team would like to thanks the participants for their involvement and engagement and hope
they will follow the projects development in the future.
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